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DEMONSTRATION MODE

In normal time mode, press B button. The hour and minutes

wheel will rotate for 15 to 20 seconds.

BATTERY

Battery Type: LR44 x2

Battery life will depend on the usage. KOMBITRON

ROLLER TIME SETTING (LEFT)

1. Press and hold the B button for 2 seconds, the left roller (Hour)

will start rotating and stop. Use the A button to adjust the roller

display to “12”.

2. Press B once, the right roller (Minutes) will start rotating and stop. 

Use the A button to adjust the roller display to “00”.

3. Press B once, the two rollers will rotate and stop.

4. After the two rollers have stopped, use the A button to adjust the 

left roller (Hour) to the actual “Hour” time.

5. After completing the “Hour” setting, press the B button once, the 

right roller (Minutes) will start rotating and stop, use the A button to 

adjust the right roller (Minutes) to the actual set “Minute” time.

SETTING PROCEDURE - PLEASE COMPLETE FIRST

The watch must be set to 12:00 accurately before setting the time.

6. When finished, press B once, the two rollers will rotate and stop, 

roller time setting completed.

Note: Press and hold A button for quick advance.

STOPWATCH FUNCTION OPERATION

1. In normal time mode, press A to enter the stopwatch mode, the red 

light at the bottom left will start flashing and the roller on the left will 

show “12:00”. 

2. Press A to start counting. The green light at the bottom right starts 

flashing and the right roller will roll forward to count seconds.

• After 59 seconds the roller will stop counting seconds and change

  to counting minutes only.

• The stopwatch function is based on minutes as the unit.

  The first 59 seconds do not have a stopwatch function.

3. Press A to stop counting.

• Within one minute it will reset to new stopwatch mode.

• Over one minute the right roller will show the minutes counted.

4. Press B once to reset to stopwatch mode, press B again to go

 back to normal time mode.

• The longest counting range is 60 minutes, then the timer will stop

  and return to normal time mode, the green light will stop flashing.

Note: The stopwatch function consumes more power and will

affect battery life.

ANALOGUE TIME SETTING (RIGHT)

Press C for 2 seconds, the minute hand will start to move clockwise.

Continue to press C for 3 seconds then release, the hands will quick

advance automatically.

When approaching the desired time, press C and then fine tune by

pressing C repeatedly. Note: After the analogue time is set, wait for 10 

seconds without pressing any button. The Hour roller will turn around

once to confirm analogue time is set.


